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THE EFFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE VARIATION ON FILTRATION EFFICIENCY
MEASURED BY THE HEPA FILTER QUALITY ASSURANCE TEST*

N. 1. Tillery, G. C. Salzman, and H. J. Ettinger
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Health Divisions and Life Sciences
University of California
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract

Satisfactory performance of new high efficiency particulate air
(HEPA) filters is verified by quality assurance (QA) tests conducted
prior to filter installation. Filtration efficiency for this test is
defined es the ratio of the downstream aerosol conc~ntration to the
concentration upstream of the filter, as measured with a light scat-
tering photometer (penetrometer) sensing light intensity scattered in
the near forward direction. Existing QA acceptance criteria is
interpreted as requiring the HEpA filter to be at least 99.97 per
cent effici~ ~t for 0.3 urn diameter, unit density particles. The
actual meaning of QA test results is dependent on a number of vari-
ables including the avevage size and size distribution of the chal-
lenge a~roscl, the efficiency of the filter with respect to particle
size, the size distribution of the penetrating aeroso?, and the sen-
sitivity of the photometer with respect to particle size and concen-
tration.

A theoretical model has been used to calculate the filtration
efficiency that would be indicated by the photometer for challenge
aerosols of different size distributions and HEPA filters with dif-
ferent efficiencies as functions of particle size. The model com-
pares the calculated overall efficiency indicated by the photometer
with efficiencies calculated with respect to particle number and
mass. This calculation assumes three aerosol distributions pre-
viously measured at the Filter Test Facilities (FTF) and four dif-
ferent filtration efficiency versus size curves.

The differences in efficiency measured by the QA test procedure
and the efficiencies with respect to aerosol mass and number have
been calculated for a range of different size particles. lhe results
of these calculations are discussed.

I. Introduction

The measurement of air filter efficiency requires a challenge
aerosol and instrumentation to determine aerosol concentration uP-
stream and downstream of the filter. Filtration efficiency may be
determined with respect to aerosol mass, particle number or any para-
meter for which the concentration measurements can be made. In gen-
eral, filtration efficiency Is expressed In terms of the ratio of the
downstream concentration to the upstream concentration us!ng the fol-
lowing relationship:

‘Work performed under the auspices of the United States Department of
Energy, Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Haste Management Division.
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E. = 100 (1 - CD
q) , where (1)

E is the efficiency in per cent, CD the downstream concentration
and Cu the upstream concentration. This calcrilation assumes that
equivalent concentration measurements have been made at each location,

Quality Assurance (QA) or acceptance tests arc conducted on high
Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters t-o verify that the filters
satisfy minimum performance criteria.(l) These tests should be
carried out rapidly; should not impact on the useful life of tll~ fil-
ter by heavy loading; and sho~ld use an aerosol material that does
not alter tile filter. The aerosol concentration mcasurilg instrurllerlt
must provide rapid or real time measurements ~nd have sufi’icient serl-
sitiv!ty to verify acceptable performance. For most applications it
is only necessary to verify that the filter efficiency is greater
then some minimum value. In the case of HEPA filters, this IS genera-
lly accepted to be an efficiency of 99.97 per cent when the tilter
is challer]ged by a 0,3 urn diameter test aerosol. lt~e requirement fut
a rapid ~ledsurement for both high (upstream) and low (dc!knstrean,l
aerosol concentrations limits the types of satisfactory irlstruucr!$s.
These requirements also make it nore difficult to i~,sll~e that equl/a-
lent concentration measurements are obtained at both sdlliplirlg lc)cd-
tiorrs.

There are two common causes of nonequivalent corlcel~tration IIIC~-
surements. The ?arge difference in concentration (-104) erlcoun-
tered across HEPA tilters is beyond the linear range of many irlstru-
ments. In principle, this problem can be handled by careful lrlstru
ment calibration, ‘iI owever , there is always some duutlt ~Lout tile gLlII-
~ral application of ~ny calibration. A second cause of nonequlv~lfint
concerltration measurements is the use of instruments ~t.ose r~sp(:rlsr
is particle size dependent. Instruments of this type ndy be USCG (()
measure filtration efficiency if the particle size distrlbbtioll 1!.
known at both locations arid appropriate corrections ?re n,doc, (II’If
the challenge aerosol is rnonodisperse. The existing HEPA tilt(,r QL
t~st(t) specifies the use of a monouisperse aerosol to insbrr ltlat
the siz~ distribution of tne upstream and downstream aerosuls ar~
identical and that concentration measurements are equivalent.

The monoclisperse aerosol generator used for the FTF LjA trst l’,
of the LaMer typ~(j) wher~ monodisperse aerofols are produc[)d 1)y
evaporation of an organic material followed by c(lntrol led c.OnL~rlsa-
tlon of the rester ial. In order to grow to the sam~ size, all parti-
cles must have the same temperature and vapor concentration hijtory.
These conditions are difficult to obtain at the flow rates anfJ con-
centrations re~uired to c ~cluct fJA tests.

?)
Firld studies reportc(l

elsewhere at this meeting ir~di~a+.e thot thr aerosols produced irt
the QA facilities drc not monodlfner’ie, but hav~ qeometric starlt~,~r(]
deviations greater than 1.35. Thi% study has b~en carri~d out to
investigate the effects of using a pu~ydispcrsc a[+rosol with colIcPrI-

tratioll m(~ds’lrinq instruments dbsigned for use with murlodispvr”s[’
arrcrsol>.
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II. Objectives and Ap preach

An analytical study was performed to address the potential error
Introduced in HEPA filter efficiency measurements by the determina–
tion of aerosol concentration using a penetrometer, whose response is
particle size dependent, under test conditions where the aerosol up-
stream and downstream from the HEpA filter is polydisperse and has a
different size distribution. The analytical study involved:

a) Calculation of the HEPA filter efficiency defined by the
penetrometer for three different assumed aerosol size dis-
tributions and four different assumed models of HEFP filter
efficiency as a function of size.

b) Calculation of the HEPA filter efficiency itl ters:s of aero-
sol mass and particle number for the same aerosols and fil-
ter efficiency models noted in (a).

The assumed ~erosol size distributions were selected to approxi-
mate the aerosols recently measured at the FTF.(4) HCPq filter
efficiency as a function of particle size was baszd on either of two
experimental results or was adjusted from these experiment~l data to
the QA acceptance criteria (99.97 per cent efficient for 0.3 ~m dianl--
~ter particles).

111. Aerosol Concentration Measurement Using a Photometer— .— -,

The concentration measuring instrument specified for HEFA filter
C)A tests is the forward light-scattering photometer. i?is in~:i-ument
will measure concentration over wide rang~s and provides rapid deter-
mination of satisfactory filter performance. Figure 1 <s a s<heni~tic
view of a forward light-scattering photometer of the type used in the
Q4 tests The light from an incandescent lamp is focused in the
center of a chamber containing the aerosol sample. The c~nter of the
lens is masked to form a conical annulus of light arouild a central
shadow. If there are no particll”s present in the sampl~, then the
pattern will be repeated beyond th~ focal point resulting in a shadow
on the light-gathering lens system of the light det~ccor. The pres-
ence of particles in the focal plane of the lenz will result in the
scatter of light into the conical shadow beyond the focal plane.
This scattered light will he detected by the photomultiplier tube.
The signal from the photomtiltiplier tube is converted to a concentra-
tion measurement by calibr’at.ion of the systenl.

Dependency cf the forward !Ight-scatterlnq photometer on parti-
cle size and index of refraction ts well known. Sinclair propoceti
the use of this type of Instrument for mea>uring particle size.(s)
The relative responses of this photometer as a function of particle
size for di-ethylhexyl phthalate (DCHp) and di-ethylhexyl sebacat~
(DEHS) were calculated based on the grometery of a commercially
available llght-scatterln

7
photometer and the wavelength spectrum of

the illuminating light wh ch was d~termined ~y assuming the lamp is a
bl~ck body radiator at a temperature of 7850 Kelvin. A Mie computer
code was then used to calculfite the amount of lignt scattered to the
detector over the wavelength spectrum of the illuminating light. The
sensitivity of thn photomultipller tube as a function of wavelength
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was used to determine the relative response of the photometer. Cal-
culat- Ins were made for 100 particle diameter increments of 0.01 Pm,
for palticles ranging in size from 0.01 ~m up to 1.0 um. The curve
shown in Fig. 2 is the smo,oth connecting curve for these 100 calcu-
lated data points. Over the. particle size range from 0.01 to 1.0 urn
diameter, the relative response varies almost 10 orders of magnitude.
The two curves for DEHP and DEiiS are close together or coincide over
this size ran e.

?
The plotted points (x) on Fig. 2 are data presented

by Sil:clair(5 as measurements of the voltages produced by the
Dhotomultiplier when particles of various sizes and refractive
indicies are passed through the photometer. These data were normal-
ized to fit the curve at 0.04 urn and indicate g od agreement between

?)Lhe calculated curve and the expel”imental data. 5

Figure 2 illustrates the importance of particle size to the sig-
nal produces by the photometer. The curve indicates that it takes
about one hundred 0.10 Pm diameter particles to produce the same sig-
nal as one 0.20 urn diameter particle. The strong dependence of
photometer response on particle size indicates that errors may result
when concentrations, measurecl from aerosols having different size
dis~riblltions, are compared cln the basis of the sigrial obtained using
this type of photometer. This effect can bc important when measuring
the efficiency of a HEP4 filter using a pol.ydisperse a~rc,sol, where
the size distribution of the test aeroscl upstream and down~treanl
from the filter are different.

~v. Procedure

The differences between Filtration efficiency with respect to
aerosol mass, aerosol particle number, and light-scattering photometer
readings have been investigated by computer calculations. The calcu-
lations have been limited to the narrow range of filter test cr~ndi-
tions encountered during QA tests of tiEPA filters. A TIOW diagram
indicating the steps used in this calculation is given in Fig. 3.
The first step involved the numerical creation of an aerosr? basea on
selected parameters fo~ a log normal size distribution of particle
volume. The size distribution was then sub-divid~d into 1700 inter-
vals and the mass and number of particles in each interval was calcu-
lated using the log normal distribution function to determine mass and

to determine n’~mber. In equation (2): Ni is the number of parti-
cles in the itb size interval: PI

I
is the mass associated with

particles in thz ith size interva : 0 is the density of the parti-
cles; an{; Di is the a~erage pdrticle diameter in the itn inter-
val. Photometer resDonse for particles In the ith interval was
estimated by multiplying the relattve photometer response (Fig, 2)
for Di tlmc+s Ni. The relative phot~meter response was determined
by interpolation between the 100 individual calculations for parti-
cles bet~een 0.1 and 1.0 ~m In size. A best fit curve was take~l from
he data nf $irr.lair(l) to determine reiative photometer responst

for particles larqer than 1.0 um.
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR COMPUTER MODEL OF EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENTS

Aerosol mass and number concentrations, and photometer response
was calculated for each size interval, and also summed ov~r all size
intervals, for the upstream aerosol. These same data were determined
for the aerosol penetrating the HEPA filter (downstream aerosol)
based on the number of particles in each size interval times a HEPA
filter efficiency factor obtained from a filter efficiency curve
(discussed below) for the average particle size in each size int~r-
val, These upstream and downstream data are then used to calculdtr
overall filter efficiency based on aerosol mass, particle number, and
photometer readings.

Uhile Mie theory and physical measurement of the photometer
optics provide a sound basis for defining relative photon’eter
response, filter efficiency hs a function of particle size varies
between filters so some representative valuec had to be used. Four
different filtration efficiency curves were considered. The
shown in Fig. 4,

First,
is a second order exponential fit to data from an

experi
Tf)

ntal measurement of DEHP penetration by Schustvr and
Osetek in the particle size region of 0.1 to 0.3 Um. The high
efficiency cf HEPA filters have resulted in very littl~ information
on the penetration of micron size particles. The efficiency curve
for particles larger than 0.35 urn was based on a smooth transition
from the urve fitting the data to a penetration of essentially zero
(3 x 10-l~)at 3.0 um.

The QA test specifies the satisfactory pevform?nce of HEPA fii-
te~s as an efficiency of at least 99.97 per cent for partirles of
0.3 ~m diameter. AiI important ~spect of the Q,l test is the sensitiv-
ity to detection of a filter that just sa!isfles or just fails this
min!mal performance criteria. The evaluation of the QA test per-
formed on a border line filter required the USP of a hypothetical
filtration efficiency curve. The shape of the curve shown in Fig. 4
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FIGuRE 4
HEPA FILTER PENETRATION FOR DEHP PARTICLES (S Cluster P:;o OS ET EK )(5)

wos used to create the hhvpothe tical curve. This efficiency curve was
selected because the OA test is based on the assumption of a particle
size that is most difficult to filter with a subsequent, easiest to
measure lower efficiency. This type of efficiency curve (Figs. L, 5,
and 5) is consistent with the ce(lcept of several filtration mecha-
nisms (diffusion, impactior, and interception). The hypothetical
efficiency curve was created by Displacing the particle size axes in
Fig. 4 to set the maximum penetration &t a particle size of 0.3 ~m.
The amplitude of the curve in Fig. 4 was increased by multiplicaticin
by a constant factcr tu provide a penetration of 0.0003 for the m&xi-
mum penetrating particle size of 0.3 um. The resulting curve is
shown in Fig. 5. This curve has been created to match the single
specified test condition in the QA test. Efficiency measurements
that have been carried out to date!6_7) indicate the hypothetical
low efficiency curve is not representative of high efficiency filtt?rs
with respect to magnitude of penetration or particle size of maximllm
penetration. The shape of the curve is similar to most experimental
filtration efficiency curves.

A filter efficiency curve from Dupoux and Briand(7) was also
used, as this curve (Fig. 6) extend~ over a wider range of particle
sizes. The maximum penetration observed by DUPOJX and Briand (7)
is about an order of magnitude higher than was observed by Schuster
and Osetek .(E) For the reasons previously noted, the data of Fig.
6 was also adjusted (particle sizes increased by 0.15 urn and penetra-
tion multiplie~ by 2.6) to provide a maximum penetration of 0.0003 at
a particle size of 0.3 ~m for one set of efficiency calculations.

Filtration efficiency curves cannot be uniquely defined as they
vary between filters and possibly by the method used to measure cf
ficiency. However, for the purposes ct this Studj, it is sufficient
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FIGuRE 5
HEPA FILTER PENETRATION CURVE FROM SCHUSTER Ar~D OS ETEr. l’RALSPfJ!5EG TO
MAXIMUM PENETRATION OF 0.0003 AT C.3 urn

that the efficiency curve has a particle size variation that is char-
acteristic. Figures 4, 5, and 6 a;l are similar to most experimental
efficiency measurements with some difference in magnitude and loca-
tion of the peak. The monotonic response of the photometer shown in
lig. 2 indicates that location of the peak anywhere betweefi 0.05 to
0.50 pm will have little effect on the calculations. The two experi-
mental efficiency curves give overall efficiencies very similar to
the results of experimental measurements of HEPA filters.

In all four cases, the filter efficiency calculation was checked
by use of a computer generatvd challenge aercsol having (1) the same
volume median diameter as the aerosol of interest, but a geometric
standard deviation of 1.05 (approximately monodisperse) and (Z) a
count median diameter (cmd) that matches the size of maximum penetra-
tion for the efficiency curve also with a geometric standard devia-
tion of 1.05. In all of these cases, all three efficiencies (mass,
number, and photometer) were identical and matched the filtration
~fficiency curve values for the median diameters. The calculations
for monodisperse aerosols confirmed the performance of the calcula-
tion pr~cedure.

The efficiency curves used In this mod~l may not be representa-
tive of he efficiency curves of filters havi”,g performance that is
marqil,al or performance that would fail the ~H test. The r rves were
obtained with filters that were significantly better than he accep-
tance criterta. It Is pcssible that filters having efficiencies
below 99.97 per cent will not have sharp peaks in their efficiency
curves. However, at the present time there Is no Information on the
performance characteristics of filters chat do not meet the accep-
tance crlter la. Th?% Indicates the need for a better definition of
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efficiency ?s a functiorl cf carticle size tasec! on koth eaDer-
imefitdl and theo~etical ~ork. If tile efficierlcy curves vary sigr.\fi-
Cantly between acceptable and ncn- acceptable filters, then the type Gf
efficiency measuremerlt that is ~cing made nay alsc vary signifi-
cantly. The results of this s .ucJy should DE representativ~ fcr r’ic,r-
mal operating or acceptable filters.

v. Results—-

Filtration Efficiency Curve Varied for Tnr~e Experlnientaily ~e.:shr~c
XerosoTs
.--— -— — —.-

The efficiencies calculated for the three aerosols obs~rvec at
the FTF are given in Table ]. The reference column lr,clcates if the

filt~r pfftciency model IS based an the work of Schuster(b) cr

DUPOUX.(7) The size at miniml~m efficiency cclumn indicates if the
filter efficiency model has been adjusted to proauce minimum effi-
ciency at 0.3 urn diameter, or if it is based on the experimental data
which indic tes the size of maximum penetration

!
Is 0.19b ~m(~) or

0.146 Mm.(1

Except for one test, the difference between the per cent ef.’i-

ciency based on particle mass, particle number or photometer reading
for the three aerosol sizes analyzed are till less than 0.01 per
cent. This magnitude of difference would have a negligible effect on
overall efficiencies specified to .01 per cent.
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These results also indicate that the QA test conducted with
these aerosols does not provide a consistent or accurate measurement
of the criterion specified for the QA test. The QA test is supposed
to measure the filtration efficiency for 0.3 Pm diameter particles.
In general (75 per cent of the measurements) the pha~ometer n!easured
efficiency is greater than the actual filtration e~ficlency for
0.3 Pm diameter particles.

Effect of Aerosol Parameter Variation ~n Ef~iciency Measurement——- -. -—.— —-- -.—

The correlation between efficiency measurement method and char-
acteristics of the particle size distribution was investigated by
calculating the filtration efficiency with respect to particle num-
ber, and photometer measurements for aerosols having volume meaien
diameters up to 5 Pm anti geometric stanclard deviations iJp to 2.5.

These calculations were carried out for all four filter ~ffi-
ciency models. The models based on actual experimental efficiency
measurements (Figs. 4 and 6) indicated no photometer response to the
downstream aerosol when the challenge aeroscl has a volume median
diameter cf greater than 1.0 um. Measurements made under these con-
ditions would provide little information on filter performance. The
lower efficiency curves derived by adjustment of the two experimental
effic?. lcy curves to 99.97 per cent efficiency for 0.3 Pm particles
illustrate the effect particle size distribution can have on effi-
ciency measurements. These results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The
photometer measured efficiencies are lower than the number efficien-
cies (Photometer Eff - Number Eff < O) when the challenge aerosol has
a small median diameter (D ~ 0.5 ufi). This diameter increases as the
geometric standard deviati~n increases. The photometer measured ef-
ficiency is greater than the number efficiency when the meaian diam-
eter is greater than about 1 Pm with the difference increasing as
ge~metric standard deviation increases. The range between 0.5 and
1.0 ~m is interesting as in place filter tests use aerosols in this
size range. There appedrs to be some possibil it- for significant
differences in this range. However, the reason for these differences
is not apparent.

DiscussionVI. -----

The calculated efficiencies in Table I indicate the photometer
will provide a reasonable and often conservative measure of “true”
filter performance for the FTF test aerosols. However, the measured
efficiencies do not provide a good correlation with the criteria
(efficiency at 0.3 pm) specified by the QA tert. This is probably
the result of the very sharp peali in the filtration efficiency curves
(i.e., Fiq. 5). Any polydispersity in’ the test aerosol or any dif-
ference in the mean diameter of a monodisperse acrusol from the diam-
eter specified for the test (().3 ~m) can result in significant dif-
ferences between the measured filtration efficiency and the actual
efficiency for monodisperse 0.3 Pm particles. Significant in this
case means differences that could result in errors in acceptance or
rejection of filters.

The results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 indicate that the photometer
measured efficiencies will be lower than the actual number efficien-
cies when the particles are small, where the relative response of the
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CURVE ADJUSTED TO 99.97 PER CENT EFFICIENCY AT O..1 ~m, GECMITfilL
STANDARD CEVIATION ECjllAL m 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5.

photometer is low. The use of a test aerosol having idrger part l:lss
will result in an overestimate of the number efficiency. There lf,
of course, less differenc~ between efficiency with respect to tTILIS\
and the photometer measured efficiency, since the larger particles
make the most significant contribution to the airborzt mass and thw
relative photometer response is much Figher for th~ i~ra~r particles.

The most significant difference between the test as it 1s often
condllrted with a polydispei-se aerosol having a median di.~~eter of
lCSS tha~~ 0.3 ~m,is that the test does not measure thu pi!:fbrfi”~nce

specified by the test. The filters that leave the filtlr trsl facil-
ities carry a stamp saying they will remove dt least 99.97 pet’ crnt
of the 0.3 Mm particles. However, t!leSe reSUltS indi~ate thdt slight

variations in the challenge aerosol r~sult in almost no in~ormd! ion
obout filter performance with respect to 0.3 urn diameter part i(l~s.
Thes~ calculations also indicat~ tbdt specifics Ion of filter perfor-
mance with respect to a singl~ parlicle size provid~s ~xtremuly
limited information. The results provid~d by th~ (JA t~>t are usually
a conservative or an underestimate of filter performance with respt’c[
to the challenge that will he encountered in the fi~ld. The t~>:
results with the palydisperse aerosol are actually more represel)ta-
tive of filter performance than the effici~ncy measurerj for (1.3 .III

diameter p~rticles.
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